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Abstract – Digital retinal images are more appropriate for 

automatic screening of diabetic retinopathy systems. 

Unfortunately, a significant percentage of these images are 

poor quality that hiders further analysis due to many factors 

(such as patient movement, inadequate or non-uniform 

illumination, acquisition angle and retinal pigmentation). 

The retinal images of poor quality need to be enhanced 

before the extraction of features and abnormalities. So, the 

segmentation of retinal image is essential for this purpose, the 

segmentation is employed to smooth and strengthen image by 

separating the background and damaged areas from the 

overall image thus resulting in retinal image enhancement 

and less processing time. In this paper, methods for 

segmenting colored retinal image are proposed to improve 

the quality of retinal image diagnosis. The methods generates 

two segmentation masks; i.e., background segmentation 

mask for extracting the background area and poor quality 

mask for removing the noisy areas from retinal image. The 

standard retinal image databases DIARETDB0, 

DIARETDB1, STARE, DRIVE and some images obtained 

from ophthalmologists have been used to test the validation 

of the proposed segmentation technique. Experimental 

results indicate the introduced methods are effective and can 

lead to high segmentation accuracy. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

The images of the eye ground or retina do not provide 

an insight to the important parts of the visual system only 

but also they reflect the general status of the health of the 

entire human body. Automated retina image analysis 

represent an important screening tool for early detection of 

the certain risks and diseases like diabetic retinopathy, 

hypertensive retinopathy, age related macular 

degeneration and glaucoma, etc. [1]. 

Diabetic Retinopathy (DR) is one of the leading causes 

of blindness in the world [2]. Approximately 33% of 

patients with diabetes have signs of diabetic retinopathy. 

DR is responsible for 1.8 million of the 37 million cases of 

blindness throughout the world [3]. DR caused by 

complications of diabetes mellitus [4], causes the retinal 

vessels damaged and blood leakage in the retina. It 

typically begins as small changes in the retinal capillary. 

Hence retinal images can be used in developing tools to 

assist in the diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy [5]. Early 

detection and treatment may prevent more than 95% of the 

vision reductions that are observed in diabetic patients' 

vision [2, 3]. 

Through the use of retinal image we can check whether 

a patient suffers from diabetic retinopathy or not. The 

regular screening of diabetic retinopathy results in a large 

number of retinal images, which need to be examined by 

the ophthalmologists. Due to the expensive cost of the 

manual examination, the best solution will be an 

automated screening system for retinal images that called 

Computer Aided Diagnosis (CAD) [6]. The studies on 

CAD systems show that CAD can be helpful to improve 

diagnostic accuracy of ophthalmologists and lighten the 

burden of increasing workload [7]. 

An automated system for screening and diagnosis of 

diabetic retinopathy should detect the normal features of 

fundus image include blood vessels, optic disk, macula 

and fovea; and all abnormalities features for diabetic 

retinopathy in retinal image such as microaneurysms, 

hemorrages, hard exudates and soft exudates [8], see Fig 

(1). The accuracy of all these depends on the quality of 

acquired retinal image as some times it contains uneven 

illumination, blurry and noisy areas. The center region of a 

retinal image is usually highly illuminated while the noise 

increases closer to the edge of the retina. So, damaged and 

non-informatics areas removal are required to enhance the 

image quality [7]. 

 
Fig.1. The retinal image with normal and abnormal 

features. 

 

Prior to the detection of retinal image features and 

abnormalities, segmentation of retinal image must be done 

for the correct diagnosis of diabetic retinopathy. The 

purpose of segmentation is to remove the background and 

poor quality areas from retinal image and without it the 

automated system will give poor result for normal feature 

extraction and abnormality detection. 

 

II. PROPOSED WORK 
 

The method is carried out in the various stages. Fig (2) 

shows a schematic diagram of the proposed system. 

2.1 Reading Fundus Image Capture 
At first step, the color image of ocular fundus or retinal 

image which captured using digital fundus camera is fed to 

the system as bitmap (BMP) image file. The image pixels 

are directly represented by 24-bit/pixel, where 8 bits (one 

byte) are used to represent each of the three primary color 
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components (red, green and blue). The red, the green and 

the blue bands are loaded and put into three different 

arrays, an array for each band. 

 
Fig.2. Flowchart of proposed methods. 

 

2.2 Color Bands Analysis 
The fundus image is color image containing three 

different bands; red, green and blue. It is observed that the 

fundus image has orange dominate color which indicates 

that the blue channel does not have significant 

information. In addition, when calculate the mean values 

using equation (1) and standard divination values using 

equation (2) for each channel, it was noticed that the blue 

channel values are low, and thus it is sufficient to use the 

red and green bands only.  

𝝁 =  
 𝑿𝒊

𝑵
𝒊=𝟏

𝑵
=   

𝑿𝟏 +  𝑿𝟐 + ⋯ +  𝑿𝑵

𝑵
                          (𝟏)     

𝝈 =   
𝟏

𝑵
 (𝑿𝒊 −  𝝁

𝑵

𝒊=𝟏

)                                                        (𝟐)    

Where ∑ is the summation symbol, {Xi} are the samples 

values, and N is the number of samples [9]. 

2.3 Background Elimination (Fundus Region 

Detection) 
A color retinal image consists of a semi circular fundus 

and a dark background surrounding it. The background 

does not hold any of retina information, so it necessary to 

remove it. This removal step is important to ensure no 

further processing is performed on the fundus and not 

interfere with pixels belonging to the background. 

Initially, the background is not clear homogenous black 

area; therefore the following steps are applied to omit it: 

2.3.1 Thresholding and Binarization 
Thresholding is an important step in this stage to isolate 

the foreground (fundus) from its background by selecting 

an adequate threshold value (T) for each color components 

(red and green) which is estimated automatically. 

At the beginning, the retinal image is divided into four 

equal blocks then the threshold (T) assessment process for 

each block is started with calculating the histogram for the 

farthest corner of each block from the image center, the 

taken corner area was around 9% of the image’s size, see 

Fig (3). The maximum histogram is used as local threshold 

value. Finally, every pixel in each block whose value 

above the assigned threshold is set (1) and other pixels are 

set (0). Therefore, a binary fundus mask will be created in 

which its pixels belonging to the fundus area are marked 

with 1’s and the background area of fundus with 0’s. The 

resulted image from thresholding and binarization step is 

illustrated in Fig (4). 

 
Fig.3. Local threshold 

 

           
(a)                                           (b) 

Fig.4. The output of binarization process, (a) On top-left 

block, (b) On all image. 

 

2.3.2 Dilation Operation 
Dilation is the process that removes all black points 

(gaps) that may appear in the white area inside the 

constructed binary image. The process starts by scanning 

all pixels in the image; and in case of finding a black pixel 

(0), a window (3×3) surrounding the tested black pixel is 

opened; and the number of black pixels lay inside the 

window is counted. If this number is more than (5) then 

the black pixel should remained black, otherwise the black 

pixel should converted to white (set 1).  

2.3.3 Mask Generation 
In this step, the binary image is utilized as a mask to 

allocate the pixels of circular retinal fundus in the actual 

image and excludes the background from it. The process 

of mask creation is started by dividing the binary image 
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vertically into two equal parts. Then, each white pixel (or 

1) is scanned from the middle image to both sides, left and 

right of it, until we reach a column that contain only the 

pixels have "zero" value. The final result is an image in 

which the pixels of circular retinal fundus are marked (1), 

see the red region in Fig (5). 

With the help of fundus mask, the background is 

eliminated by comparing the input image with this created 

mask. As a result, the pixels of a semi-circular retinal 

fundus in the entire image is labelled and the background 

of the image (i.e., pixels belong to the dark surrounding 

region) is excluded. 

         
(a)                                      (b) 

 

 
(c) 

Fig.5. Mask generation of the binary image in Fig (4-b).  

(a) On the right side, (b) On the left side, (c) On both 

sides. 

 

2.4 Detection of Poor Quality Boundary Fundus 

Areas 
Damaged or non-informatics areas in color retinal image 

are usually due to pixels whose color is distorted; they 

exist in some parts of the fundus boundary regions where 

illumination was not inadequate. Since illumination is 

usually adequate in the center of the image, blurred 

regions with poor image quality are most likely appears 

near the edge of the fundus image. These blurred regions 

due to uneven illumination should be removed. The poor 

image quality region is detected and the pixels in these 

regions are eliminated and don’t process in the next 

processing stages. The detection task is performed through 

the following three steps: 

A. Max-Min Detector: At this step, the input image is 

scanned from the right and left sides; and all pixels satisfy 

the condition Gray pixel value ≤ Min or Gray pixel value 

≥ Max are removed; where Min is the minimum value 

which represents the lowest gray level in the image, while 

Max is the maximum value which represents the highest 

gray level. The values of Min and Max are determined by 

applying the following steps: 

1) Firstly, the histogram is calculated for whole image 

pixels except the background area. 

2) Secondly, compute the accumulated probability (Pr) of 

the grey level using the following equation: 

Pr  GryValue  = 
His GryValue 

 His i 255
1=0

+ Pr (GryLevel -1)      

3) Finally, the Min and Max values are calculated by 

applying the following two conditions: 

 Prmin≥Val1*Siz ( For Min value) 

 Prmax≥Val2*Siz ( For Max value) 

Where Prmin is accumulated probability of gray level 

from (0 to 255), while Prmax from (255 to 0). The variables 

(Val1, Val2) are a user predefined number, whereas the 

variable (Siz) is non-background area. 

As a result, the regions of inadequate image quality will 

be found and each pixel value in this regions is set to (0), 

while the other pixels values are kept without any change, 

see Fig (6-b). 

B. Ratio Detector: In this step, the output image from the 

previous step is inputted, it is scanned and all pixels satisfy 

the following two conditions are eliminated: 

 𝑅𝑒𝑑 + 𝐺𝑟𝑛 < 𝑇1  

 𝑅𝑒𝑑 + 𝐺𝑟𝑛 ≤ 𝑇2and𝐺𝑟𝑛/𝑅𝑒𝑑 ≥ 𝑇3and𝐺𝑟𝑛/𝑅𝑒𝑑 ≤
𝑇4 

Where, the variables (Red, Grn) are red and green color 

values for each pixel; whereas the set of threshold (T1, T2, 

T3, T4) values are predefined by user. Each pixel value in 

the image satisfy the above two conditions is set to (0), 

otherwise it set (1). As a result, the mask than can extract 

the blurred regions from the image is created; see Fig (6-

c). 

C. Seed Filling Algorithm: This method removes the 

areas of white patches that may appear in the resulted 

binary image, and which are considered as poor image 

quality areas. To remove these areas, the seed filling 

algorithm is applied. The taken steps of seed filling 

algorithm are: (i) the center point coordinates in binary 

image is computed, (ii) then a check is done to test 

whether it is white or not. If the white pixel condition is 

met then the pixel is considered as a seed of a segment, 

and added to certain temporary buffer, (iii) then its 4-

connected neighbours are checked if any one of them 

satisfies the white pixel condition then it will be added to 

the buffer, the value of all registered pixels in the binary 

array are converted into a zero. All these steps are repeated 

for all pixels added to the buffer; the repetition is stopped 

when no more white pixels could be added to the buffer. 

The step of "adding a white pixel to the buffer" implies the 

location (i.e. X and Y coordinates) to an appropriate point 

type data structure. In case of finding the center point is 

not white then the vertical scan is done to search for white 

pixel; then the found white pixel is treated as seed point. 

Fig.6-d. presents the resulted binary image after applying 

seed filling algorithm on the image appears in Fig (6-c). 

2.5 Localization of ROI 
The aim of this stage is to allocate the actual region in the 

retinal image. The produces binary image in the previous 

stage is the input to this stage; where pixels of regions 

have adequate image quality have value "one" while the 

background pixels and poor image quality regions pixel 

have the value "zero". 
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(a)                                           (b) 

 

           
(c)                                            (d) 

Fig.6. The result of damaged area segmentation steps. (a) 

The input image, (b) The segment result by implementing 

the first method, (c) The segment result by implementing 

the second method, (d) The segment result by 

implementing the seed filling method. 

 

This stage includes all the necessary steps to accomplish 

an accurate localization of the ROI and flag its pixel from 

other areas pixel in the ocular fundus image. These applied 

localization steps are as illustrated in the following sub-

sections: 

2.5.1 Gaps Filling and Noise Removal  
The first step toward making segmentation for the ROI 

is to fill the gaps that may be found in the binary segment; 

as shown in Fig (6-d). The appearance of very small gaps 

(i.e., consist of few black pixels) and large black holes is 

due to the existence of some small group of adjacent 

pixels, belong to this area, and interpreted as poor quality 

segments. 

At the beginning, the very small group of connected 

black pixels is handled using dilation process; taking in 

consideration that another process is used to do "large 

holes filling". If the condition of the black pixel is met, 

then two counters are initialized, one for the white pixels 

that are located above the test pixel in the same column 

while the other one is used to count the white pixels these 

are located under the tested pixel in the same column also. 

Finally, the numbers of white pixels in the two counters 

are tested, if the number of white pixels in the two 

counters is greater than 10% of all pixels in both above 

and under the tested pixel in the same column, then the 

tested black pixel is set to (1) otherwise it is remain (0). 

Fig (7-a) shows the results after apply the above 

mentioned process on binary segment.  

2.5.2 Edge Smoothing 
In order to smooth the edges of the produced fundus 

binary segment which may appear non-uniform (i.e. 

ragged) because it contains some of white tails, an edge 

smoothing method is applied to remove all of these tails. 

The applied method implies scanning all the pixels in the 

image and when white pixels is founded, a vertical scan is 

began to check the number of white pixels which located 

under the tested pixel in the same column. The number 

white pixels is counted if it smaller/equal than 40, then all 

the collected white pixels should be converted to black 

pixel. This operation is illustrated in Fig (7-b).  

2.5.3 Removing of Small Artificial Gaps and Pores 
This step is auxiliary, it is applied to remove the small 

artificial gaps and pores may appear during the application 

of "damage areas segmentation stage" and still exist in the 

binary segment after the application of gaps filling and 

noise removal steps. 

The process is started by scanning each side of the 

image, right and left vertically, until we reach a column 

that contain the pixel(s) have the value "one". The final 

result is an image in which the scanned pixels are 

considered as background pixels, while the remaining 

central pixels are considered as ROI, See Fig (7-c). 

       
(a)                                     (b) 

 

   
(c)                                         (d) 

Fig.7. ROI extraction on the image shown in figure (6-d). 

(a) The result of applied removal gaps and noise pixels 

step, (b) The resulting image after applying edge 

smoothing step, (c) The resulting image after implement 

removing of small artificial gaps and pores, (d) The ROI 

segmented image. 

 

           
(a)                                       (b) 

Fig.8. Another example shows the resulting image (a) 

Before implementing the removing of small artificial gaps 

and pores process, (b) After implementing the same 

previous process. 
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III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

In medical image processing, the validity and evaluation 

of automated diagnosis system are very important so we 

have used a dataset of 382 images. The images were 

obtained from diverse source and hence have sufficient 

variation in color, illumination and quality. The used 

images and their sources are as follows: (i) 43 color 

images obtained from ophthalmologists of size 1600×1216 

pixels, (ii) STARE dataset which consists of 80 color 

retinal images of size 700×605 pixels [10], (iii) DRIVE 

dataset contains 40 color image of size 565×584 pixels 

[11], (iv) DIARETDB0 and DIARETDB1 databases 

contain 130 and 89 retinal images, respectively, with a 

resolution of 1500×1152 pixels [12, 13]. 

3.1 Color Bands Analysis (Red and Green color 

Extraction) 
The mean (μ) and standard deviation (𝜎) values of each 

color bands and for all DIARETDB0 retinal images are 

computed. Then, the blue channel for all retinal images is 

eliminated. This decision is based on the fact that blue 

band has low values of (μ) and (𝜎) which indicates that it 

doesn’t have significant information for ROI extraction in 

terms of brightness and contrast. Fig (9-a) shows the (μ) 

values result for each color band (red, green and blue), 

while Fig (9-b) shows the (𝜎) values result for each color 

band (red, green and blue). 

 
 (a) 

 
(b) 

Fig.9. Calculation mean and standard deviation for 

analysis color bands. (a) The resulting mean values, (b) 

The resulting standard deviation values. 

 

3.2 Fundus Region Detection 
Statistical results of our background segmentation 

technique for all 382 images are summarized in Table (1); 

it shows the accuracy of background segmentation, also 

the numbers and percentages of accurate segmented retinal 

images and poorly segmented retinal images are listed. 

3.3 Damaged Areas Segmentation 
Statistical results of our uneven illumination and blurred 

regions segmentation technique for all 382 images are 

summarized in Table (2). It shows the accuracy of 

background segmentation, also the numbers and 

percentages of accurate segmented retinal images and 

poorly segmented retinal images are listed.  

Retinal images of different illumination and noise values 

are shown in Fig (10). Fig (10) shows the background and 

noise segmentation. It shows the step by step output of our 

technique from input retinal image to the final noise 

segmentation retinal image. The results support the 

validity of our technique and show that our technique 

gives good results for both low and high noisy areas. 

 

Table 1: Fundus region detection results 

Databases Type No. of Tested 

Images 
Accurately 

Detected (No.) 
Accurately 

Detected (%) 
Poorly Detected 

(No.) 
Poorly Detected 

(%) 
Ophthalmolo-gists 43 43 100 - - 

STARE 80 59 73.75 21 26.25 

DRIVE 40 40 100 - - 

DIARETDB0 130 126 96.92 4 3.07 

DIARETDB1 89 79 88.76 10 11.23 

 

Table 2: Uneven illumination and blurred regions detection results 

Databases Type 
No. of Tested 

Images 

Accurately 

Detected (No.) 

Accurately 

Detected (%) 

Poorly Detected 

(No.) 

Poorly 

Detected (%) 

Ophthalmolo-gists 43 40 93.02 3 6.97 

STARE 59 59 100 - - 

DRIVE 40 40 100 - - 

DIARETDB0 128 123 96.09 5 3.90 

DIARETDB1 89 85 95.50 4 4.49 
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Fig.10: Accuracy results for background and damaged 

areas segmentation. (a) Input retinal images taken from 

DIABETDBA0,  (b) Thresholding and binarization, (c) 

Dilation process, (d) Mask generation, (e) Background 

extraction, (f) Max-min detector, (g) Ratio detector, (h) 

Seed filling algorithm, (i) Gaps filling, (j) Edge 

smoothing, (k) Removal of small gaps and pores, (l) Final 

segmentation mask. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

Color retinal images consist of a circular fundus and 

dark background surrounding the fundus. The background 

area is not hold any relevant information of retina 

information, while a circular fundus may sometimes 

contain poor image quality areas including uneven 

illumination, blurred and noisy regions. The processing of 

the surrounding background and poor areas in retinal 

image is not necessary and consumes more processing 

time in all stages. Cutting, or cropping, out the region that 

contains the anatomical and pathological features in digital 

color retinal image minimizes the number of operations on 

the retinal image, helps in improving the quality of retinal 

image diagnosis, and to show the ophthalmologist what 

regions are left unprocessed. The results are confirmed by 

visual inspection of segmented images taken from the 

standard diabetic retinopathy databases. The attained 

accuracy results validate the proposed method. 
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